ON THE TOPOLOGY OF CYCLIC PRODUCTS
OF SPHERES
BY

S. D. LIAO

Introduction
We propose to study certain topological properties of cyclic products of
spheres. Applications
may be made in the theory of fiber bundles^).
Our
success is as follows.
We shall introduce first the notion of "regular imbedding of a space into
its T-products"
(this notion appears in a more general situation). Let X he a
locally compact, paracompact
Hausdorff space. By the T-product XT of X we
mean the orbit space over a g-fold Cartesian product Xq of X on which a
group T of permutations
of factors of Xq acts. It is the g-fold cyclic product
or g-fold symmetric product if Y is a cyclic group of order q or the whole
symmetric group. Let s0(E.X he any given point. By identifying any x(E.X
with 7(x, s0, so, • • ■ , so)Ç£XT where 7 denotes the natural map: Xq—>XT, X
is topologically imbedded in Xr. We call this imbedding a regular imbedding.
Let G be a coefficient group for cohomology groups. We show then that every
cohomology class vÇzH'iX, G) extends to a certain cohomology class piv)

E.HsiXr, G) such that p.: H'iX, G)-*H'iXT, G) is an into-isomorphism
■qp.is the identity isomorphism of HsiX, G) where ij: HaiXT, G)-^HsiX,

and
G) is

the projection homormorphism.
In general, no more cohomology relations between X and XT are studied
in this paper. We consider the p-iold cyclic product, to be denoted by ûnp
of an «-sphere Sn with p prime and n ^ 2. ûnp has vanishing integral cohomology groups Haidnp, Z) of dimensions between 0 and n and has infinite cyclic
«-dimensional
integral cohomology group Hniûnp, Z). If Sn is regularly imbedded in ûnp, the into-isomorphism
p. above maps a generator of HniSn, Z)
into a generator g* of H"iênp, Z). We shall calculate in ûnp explicitly the
iterated cyclic reduced powers mod p of g*. In particular,
we have that

■P^^O for all 2kSn.
In the last chapter of this paper, we study certain homotopy properties
of 2-fold and 3-fold cyclic products of spheres. These are partial results on
the problem of "symmetrization
killing homotopy groups" as we state in
Presented to the Society, June 20, 1953; received by the editors July 30, 1953.
(') For instance, in the author's paper, On the theory of obstructions of fiber bundles (Thesis,
University of Chicago, 1952; to appear in the Ann. of Math.), a fiber bundle & related toa given
sphere bundle Œ5is constructed with fiber the 2-fold cyclic product of a sphere to deduce the
formula of secondary obstructions of 33. The notion "regular imbedding" in §3 and the results
x¿(5„ * S„) =0 etc. for i' = n + l, n+2 in (13.3), (13.6) of §13 are drawn from the author's thesis.
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§10. We show that ir,-(t>„3) vanishes for i = n + X, n + 2, and the 2-primary
subgroup of 7r„+2(t?n2) vanishes for «^5.
Let Sn be regularly imbedded
in dnp.
We show that every map/: dE„^i^S„
which represents a 3-primary element
e¡ of ir„+¡¡iS„), n^3,
extends in ûn3 over En+i where En+t denotes an oriented
(w-r-4)-cell. Actually, more results on this homotopy property of ânp are obtained. For instance, we show that if F: E„+4—*-#„3is an extension of / above,
then e, is characterized
by F*^~uPigt£Hn+4iEn+i,
dEn+i; Zi) where Z3 denotes the groups of integers mod 3 and £ is the injection homomorphism
:
Hn+iiê„3, S„; Zi)—*Hn+iiêns, Z3) which is an isomorphism.
In the last section

of this paper, we consider an (w —1)-connected finite complex K, w^2, and
regularly imbed K into its 2-fold symmetric
product. We show how this
symmetric product is related to the problem of secondary obstructions
of
maps of a complex into K, a solution of which was originally given by

N. E. Steenrod [lO] and generalized by J. H. C. Whitehead
I. T-products.

General

[16].

properties

1. T-products, homotopy type. Let X be a locally compact, paracompact
Hausdorff space, and Xq the q-iold Cartesian product of X. Let T be a group
of permutations
of the q letters 1, 2, • • • , q. We shall regard T as a transformation group acting on Xq in a natural fashion as follows: For any yGT
and x = ixi, xit • • • , ï,)£I!
we set 7(x) = (x7(d, xym, • • • , xyt,y). The
orbit space over Xq relative to Y (obtained by identifying
any two points
x, x' of Xq into a single point whenever x'^yix)
for some 7£T) will be denoted by XT. Xv is a locally compact, paracompact
Hausdorff space. It may
be called the T-product of X. It is the q-iold cyclic product or the g-fold symmetric product of X when Y is the cyclic group of order q or the symmetric
group S3 of the q letters 1,2, • ■ • , q. We shall write I for the identification
map: Xq—fXv. Let Y be also a locally compact,
paracompact
Hausdorff
space and/: X—>Fa map. We shall write/«: Xq-*Yq, and /r: XT—*YT respectively for the g-fold Cartesian product of/and
the map determined
naturally
by / such that f7 = If>. For q = 2, we write Xs* as X * X and write f2 as
/*/(2).

We shall introduce a natural simplicial decomposition
of the Cartesian
product and hence of the T-product of a complex(3). The meaning of an ordered simplex and of an ordered simplicial complex will be understood
as
usual. Every simplicial complex can be ordered. We write an ordered ¿-simplex
(-) For known topological

properties

of cyclic and symmetric

products,

one may see [7,

p. 184] and an announcement of S. K. B. Stein, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 58 (1952) p. 207.
(3) The
Richardson,

simplicial decomposition
we shall introduce
is simpler than that used by M.
On the homology characters of symmetric products, Duke Math. J. vol. 1 (1935)

pp. 50-69.
By a complex we mean one of which a locally finite simplicial

decomposition

exists. Later,

we shall consider also the CIU-complexes of J. H. C. Whitehead [14, p. 223], which we shall
refer to as cellular complexes.
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ir as 5= [w0<Wi<
■ ■ ■ <wt] with vertices w0, Wi, • • • , w, and order <.
Leto-k= [wok<wu<
■ ■ ■ <wSkh] be given ordered simplexes, k = X, 2, ■ ■ ■ , q.
A simplicial decomposition
ol o-#= <riX<r2X • ■ ■ Xaq, denoted
by d*, isas
follows. The vertices of a* are the points w = (w¿,i, w,-22,• • • , iv¡ ,) of i*. Write

w<w'

for any distinct

w = iwjlU wjV>,• • • , wjq<¡), w' = (w ¡[i, wfa, ' « • , Wqg)

in case that wjkhSw/kk, k = X, 2, ■ ■ ■ , q. The w-simplexes of à are those
spanned
by any n + X points w0<wi<
■ ■ ■ <w„(4). Let Kk be ordered
simplicial complexes, k = 1, 2, • • ■ , q. It is then clear that the union of all
a* where ff^ffiXusX
• ■ • Xoq with ak in Kk constitutes
a simplicial decom-

position of

K* = KiX K2X ■ ■ X Kq,
which we shall denote by Kf.
It is easy to see that if K is an ordered simplicial complex, Y acting on Kq
leaves the simplicial decomposition
Kq invariant.
Moreover, if 7£T leaves a
simplex f in Kq spanned by Wo<wi<
• • ■ <w„ invariant,
then, since Wi<w¡
implies yiwi) <yiw¡), y leaves every w, invariant
and hence leaves f pointwise invariant.
It follows therefore that the identification
map 7: KQ—>KV
carries Kq naturally to a simplicial decomposition
Kr of K1.
In the remaining part of this section, we shall give some remarks on the
homotopy type of T-products.
(1.1) If f, f : X—>Y are homotopic maps between locally compact, paracompact Hausdorff spaces, then f and f'T are homotopic.
In fact, let F: XX(0, 1)—>F be a homotopy connecting/
and/' (namely,
a map such that Fix, 0)=/(.r),
Fix, X)=f\x)
for any x(£X). Denote by W

the subset of (IX(0,

l))r of all points 7(x,X/, x2Xt, ■ ■ ■, xqXt), ac.GX,

¿G(0, 1). We see then that W is homeomorphic
to XrX{0, 1) in a natural
manner and that the partial map Fr\ W: W—>Fr is a homotopy connecting
/rand/'r.

(1.2) If X and Y have the same homotopy type, then XT and Y1 have the
same homotopy type.

In fact, let/: X—+F and g: Y^X he maps such that gfo^i ( = the identity
map)

in X and /g^i

in F. Then,

grfr = (g/)r^i

in Xr and /rgr = (/g)r~i

in

Frby (1.1).
As an immediate consequence of (1.2), we have
(1.3) If X is contractible, then X1 is contractible.
We shall write Km for the mth skeleton of any given simplicial complex Ä".
(1.4) The Y-product of an m-connected complex is m-connected (m^O).
In fact, let K be an oriented simplicial complex with a deformation
of Km
in K into a point. Then, we verify easily that iKq)m is contained in iKm)q and
hence that iKq)m is deformable
in Kq into a point by a deformation
in(4) This verification

needs only some elementary

treatment

in analytical

geometry.
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variant under Y. It follows that / carries this deformation to a deformation in
KT of the with skeleton of Kv into a point. This proves (1.4).
2. Special cohomology. The cohomology theory over a locally compact,
paracompact
Hausdorff space W is given as usual, based on a complete
system of star-finite (open) coverings of W. (For convenience, we shall allow
the repetition of the same open set as different members of the covering.)
Let S be a finite transformation
group acting on W. We shall give some preliminaries on the cohomology arising from the fashion of 2 acting on W for
later applications.
Denote by OiW, 2) the orbit space over W relative to 2
and by 7 the identification
map of W to the orbit space. (If 2 is a cyclic
group with generator
T, we shall write OiW, 2) as OiW, T) in accordance
with notation used in [3].) Denote also by S' the integral group ring generated by the elements of 2.
Let {V\} be a complete system of star-finite coverings of W, invariant
under 2, such that, for each element 7£2, and each member A of V\, either
yiA) and A are disjoint or coincide. Let K\ be the nerve of V\. Let W¡
be a closed subset of W, invariant under 2. We write Ka for the subcomplex
of K\ consisting of all simplexes whose nucleus meets W,. 2 acts then on K\
in a natural manner, leaving K,\ invariant, and, due to the construction
of
{ V\}, we see that a projection 7r=x(t»: K„-^>Ky invariant under 2 can be
chosen when Vß refines V,.
Let <££2# and e= +1. Let WiZüWj be closed subsets of W, invariant
under 2. tp gives then a cochain map <f>in the group CsiKa, Kj\; G) of s-cochains of the pair (i?,x, Kj\) with coefficient group G. We shall write
*eCsiKi\, Kj\; G) as the image of this cochain map <pif e= 1 and as its kernel if
e= —1. More generally, if a is a set of 4>''s with <££2#, e= +1, we write
aC$iKi\,
"CsiKi\,

Kj\; G) as the intersection
of the *eCs(iTi\, Kp.; G)'s. The group
iiyx; G) for all s (and a fixed X) form a Mayer cochain complex

M\ib) and we may thus define the cohomology

group of M\, to be denoted

by

"H'iKix, Kjx; G). We shall define the cohomology group "H'iWi, W¡; G) as the
direct limit in X of aH'iKi\, K¡\; G), using the projection
manner, we may define homology groups of this sort.
If a={<¡>} (i.e., a consists of one single element

x before.

4> of 2'),

In a similar

we write:

"H'iWi, Wfi G) as*H°iWi, W¡; G), and if a= {(f>-1}
we write "H'iWi, Wf, G)
as ^H'iWi;

W¡; G). Let W1DW2D W3be a triple of closed subsets of W, in-

variant under 2. We verify easily the commutativity
in each square of the
following diagram (2.1), in which one of the row sequences is the cohomology
sequence of the triple WiZ)W2'DW3, other two row sequences are defined in a
similar manner as for the cohomology
sequences of a triple, and all the
homomorphisms
in the column sequences are defined in the same way as

in [3, p. 74].
(6) See J. L. Kelley and E. Pitcher,

Ann. of Math. vol. 48 (1947)pp. 682-702.

Exact homomorphism

sequences in homology theory,
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(2.11
î

î

-^B'+Wh

-»

î
W3;G)-^_1ff«+2(Wi,Wr, G)-> • • ■

I k<p
\ k<fi
I k<¡,
\ —k$
*H'{Wi,Wi; G) -Í *H'(Wi, W3;G) ^* *ff«(Ws,Wi; G) -+ *HM{Wi,W*;G)-> ■■■

TjV
-»

t

W2;G)&*H'+KWi, W,; G)V"1'ff'+W,

Tj>

TjV

H»(IFi, ÎF2; G) Í* fl«(PTi,IFs; G) i

I iç

I ¿4,

All these row and column

Tj>

SW2, IF«; G) -» ff«+1(JFi,JF2;G)-> • • •

I i$

sequences

I »V

are exact.

Let 0i, 0262* be such that <¿>i02
= O. Then, clearly, ^dK*,
C*1 C,iKi\, Kfl,; G) for each X, and these inclusions
morphism

(2.2)

give naturally

KjX; G)
a homo-

X: **H*{Wi,Wf,G) -» ♦i-4fl'(Wi, IF,-;G).

We verify that, with £, 1;, 5, X in (2.1) and (2.2),
(2.3)

xf-fx,

X77= 97X,

xa = SX.

3. The isomorphism /u, regular imbedding. We shall study a natural imbedding of X into Xr and some relationship between cohomology groups of

X and of Xr.
Consider again the space W and the transformation
group 2 in §2. We
retain the usage of the notations
there. When a consists of all (1—a)-1

with aG2, we write «H'iWi, Wf, G) as *~lH'iWi, W¡; G). We shall define a
natural

(3.1)

isomorphism

«: H'iOiWi, 2), OiWh 2);G) « *r*B*(Wi,W,;G).

In fact, it is clear that the identification
map 7: W—*OiW, 2) carries { V\}
into a complete system of coverings {/(Fx)}
of OiW, 2), and for each

X, 0(A^x, 2) is the nerve 7(FX). Also, the identification map K\-+OiK\, 2)
induces isomorphism: H'iOiK*, 2), OiKjx, 2); G) ^H'iKi,
K¡; G). Taking
direct limit in X by the projection w gives the isomorphism
(3.1).
Now, let X be connected. We shall define for each s an into-isomorphism

(3.2)

n:H*iX,G)-+H*iXr,G).

In fact, if 5 = 0, both the groups in (3.2) are isomorphic to G in a natural
manner, and we define p. in a trivial way. We assume in the following that
5>0. Let { V\} be the system of coverings of X" invariant under the symmetric group 2S of the q letters 1, 2, • • • , q, as given previously in §2 (for W
and 2). Let us write 2£_! for the subgroup of 2? of permutations
which
leaves 1 fixed, and write e for the unit of the integral cohomology ring of an
arbitrary
locally compact,
paracompact,
connected
Hausdorff
space. If
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vEH8(X, G), then the isomorphism w in (3.1) for ~=~;-1 and (Wi, Wi)
= (Xli, 0) carries vXeEH'(XXX'1l V-l', G) into an element of '1l g- 1'-lH'(Xq, G).
It follows that vXeX . . . Xe (q factors)EH8(Xq, G) are represented by co-

cycles ZlI', determined by this isomorphism, over the nerves of some coverings
VlI, in {VlI }, and invariant under ~;-1' Thus, if T is a cyclic permutation
of order q in ~q, then E::J Ti(zlI') is invariant under 1'. Write 8(v) as the element of r-1H8(Xq, G) represented by Ef:J T'(zlI'). 8(v) is then determined
independently of the choice of ZlI', and 8: H'(X, G)---7r-1H8(Xq, G) is a homomorphism. Let us define
JI.

=

",-18: H'(X, G)

---7

H8(xr, G)

where w is the isomorphism (3.1) for ~ =1' and (Wi, Wi) = (Xq, 0).
We assert that p. is an into-isomorphism. To see this, we associate 8'(v)
= E::J Ti(vXeX . . . Xe)EH8(XlI, G) to each vEH8(X, G) with T given
above. Clearly, 8' is an into-isomorphism: H8(X, G)---7H8(Xq, G). By the
definition of w, the commutativity of the diagram
(3.3)

holds. Therefore, p. is an into-isomorphism.
We verify easily also the following statements (3.4) and (3.5) by the
definition of p..

(3.4) Let f: X ---7 Y be a map between locally compact, paracompact connected
Hausdorff spaces. The commutativity of the diagram

H8(y, G) ~ H,(yr, G)

11*

H8(X, G)
holds. The subgroup p.(H'(X, G»
morphisms of X.

JI.
---7

1

(Jr)*
H8(xr, G)

of H'(X r , G) is invariant under homeo-

Let 1" be a subgroup of 1'. Then, every orbit over Xq relative to 1" is contained in a certain orbit relative to l' and this gives a natural map 71r'r:
X r'---7X r .
(3.5) If 1" is a subgroup of 1', the commutativity of the diagram
H8(X, G)

H~t.G)
holds.

+---k(xr, G)
'IIr'r
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The terminology
"regularly imbedding of X into Xr" is used in the following sense. Let s0 he an arbitrary point of X. We write

SoiX) = IiX X so X ■■ ■ X so) G Xr.
Let /„„: X—>Xq he the map which sends xÇlX to (x, s0, • • ■ , s0)(E.Xq. Let
f¡'0 = Ifs0. It is (regarded as) a homeomorphism
of X onto SoiX). Identifying
X and SoiX) under this homeomorphism,
we say that X is regularly imbedded
in XT with reference point So. The commutativity
of the diagram

H>iXr,G)^H°isoiX),G)

1
ß \i
^°
ff'(A-«,G) -j H'iX, G)
holds,

where

the upper

i\ is the homomorphism

SoiX) CXT. If 5>0, for any v^H'iX,

r.piH°iX,G))
If 5 = 0, this isomorphism

is obviously

induced

by the inclusion

G), /* maps 0'(») to v so that, by (3.3),

«H'(5o(X),G).
true. Finally,

let us state

(3.6) If X is regularly imbedded in XT, then i)p.= the identity isomorphism

of H°iX, G) for all s.
II. The reduced

power operation

i* in cyclic

PRODUCTS OF SPHERES

4. Remarks on periodic maps. Let IF be a finite-dimensional
compact
Hausdorff space and T a periodic map of IF of prime period p with fixed
point set F. We shall give some remarks on the cohomology arising from the
fashion of T acting on IF for uses in later §§5, 7. It is assumed that the
reader is somewhat familiar with the special homology theory on periodic
maps [3; 8]. In general, we shall use a theory on IF module a closed subset of
IF invariant under T. This generalization
to the relative case can be easily
obtained in a way parallel to that in [3]. For necessary definitions
of
relative special cohomology (and homology) groups, we may see §2.
We shall write Z and Zp respectively
for the groups of integers and the
group of integers mod p. The notations <r, r, p, ¡5,etc. will be referred to [3].
We denote by W0, W\, W2, W3 nonempty closed subsets of IF invariant
under T and by En an n-cell with boundary sphere S„-i.
(4.1) With W, T, F, Wo given above, let the pair iW, Wo) have the same cohomology groups mod p as the pair (£„, S„_i). Then:
(i) H'iF, WoC^F; Zp) ~ZP for s = a certain r^O and vanishes for other s.

(ii) H'iOiW, T), OiWo, T);Zp)~Zpforr

+ X<sSn and vanishes for other

s in case r <n; ifs(0(IF, T), 0(PFo, T) ; Zp) ^Zp for s = r and vanishes for other
s in case r = n.
(4.1) is a generalization
to the relative case of results in [3, p. 78] on

1954]
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periodic maps acting on a homology sphere. It can be proved in a way
parallel to that for the absolute case. The detailed verification
is thus
omitted.
Let (IF, Wo) have the same integral cohomology
groups as iEn, Sn-i).
Then, (IF, IF0) has the same cohomology groups mod p as (£„, Sn-i) by the
usual relationship
between cohomology
groups given by the coefficient sequence 0—»Z—*Z—>Z/pZ—>0 [3, pp. 71-73]. It is easy to see that there is one

integer ¿(T) which is ±1 such that T*iv) =»d(F)» for all vEHniW,
If diT)=-X,
p must be 2.

W0; Z).

(4.2) With W, Wo, T given above such that iW, W0) has the same integral
cohomology groups as (£„, Sn~i), and with r given in (4.1), we have: n —r is
even or odd according as diT) = 1 or = — 1. Moreover,

(i) // diT) = X,H'iOiW, T), OiWo, T); Z)~Zpfor s = r + 3, r + S,
n —X; ^Z for s = n and vanishes for other s.

(ii) IfdiT) = -X,IPiOiW,T),OiWo,T);Z)~Zpfors
and vanishes for other s.
This is the generalization

to the relative

= r + 3,r + 5, ■■■,n

case of results

in [3, p. 82].

(4.3) With W, Wi, W2and Tgiven before,let W{D W2andi*:H°iW,Wi;
~HsiW,

PF2; Zp) for all s where i denotes the inclusion (IF, IF2)C(IF,

Then, I*: iP(0(IF, T), OiWlt T); Z„) »H'iOiW,

T), 0(IF2, T); Zp) for all s

where î denotes the inclusion (0(IF, T), 0(PF2, T))CiOiW,
By exactness

property

of cohomology

Zp)
IFi).

sequence,

T), OiWu T)).

it suffices to show that

H'iOiWi, T), OiWi, T); Zp) =0 for all s, using that H'iWlt Wt; Zp) =0 for
all s. Using arguments as in [3, pp. 74-77], it is easy to see that if IF has
trivial cohomology groups mod p, then OiW, T) has trivial cohomology groups
mod p. Generalization
of this to the relative case yields (4.3).

(4.4) With Wi, Wi, W3, T given before, suppose that (i) IFOIF2Z)IF3,
(ii) (IF,-, Wi+i) and (£„,-, Sni-i) have the same cohomology groups mod p such
that the integer r, given as in (4.1) corresponding to (IF,-, IF,-+i) is less than
ni —X, i=X, 2, and that «2<Wi, and (iii) the coboundary homomorphism:

Hn*iWu Ws; Zp)-*Hn2+1iWi,

W2; Zp) is trivial. Then, the coboundary homo-

morphism: H'iOiW2, T), OiW3, T); Zp)-^H"+\OiXVi, T), 0(IF2, T); Zp) is
trivial for all s.
In fact, using arguments
r¡<sSn

and vanishes

as in [3, pp. 75-77], "iís(IF¿, IF.+i; Zp) «Zp for

for other s, i=X,

2, and

X: "H'iWt, Wi+1;Zp) « '^H'iWi,

(4.5)

Wi+i;Zp)
for r( + X < s S »i, i = X, 2,

where X is the homomorphism
(2.2). We consider the diagram
have, in the row exact sequences in this diagram,

(2.1), and we

(4.6)

jp: H«<iW„ W;+i;Zp) - W*{Wt, Wi+1;Zp),

(4.7)

k,: »H'iWi, Wi+i;Zp) - r+H+HW*.Wi+i;Zp), s * n{,
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(iii), (4.6), and the commutativity

property

of the dia-

gram (2.1), we get at once that 5: >Hn*iWi, W%;Zp)-^"Hn^iWi,
W2; Zp) is a
trivial homomorphism,
so that, by (4.5) and (2.3), S: "~lHniiW2, W3; Zv)
—>" H"2+1iWi, IF2; Zp) is a trivial homomorphism. Again, using this, (4.7),
and the commutativity
of (2.1), we get that 5: 'H'^iWi,
W3; Zp)
—>>>HniiWi, W2; Zp) is a trivial

homomorphism.

Continuing

in this

way

with the aid of the hypothesis «2<«i, we arrive at 5: '~ iTs(IF>, IF3; Zp)
—>"H*+1iWi, W2; Zp) is trivial for all s. Taking p=r and using the isomorphism

(3.1) we complete

the proof of (4.4).

5. Cyclic products of spheres. We shall write
ûnp = the /»-fold cyclic product

of an «-sphere Sn,

and denote by T the periodic map used in the construction
of ânp. Only the
case p = prime will be considered in this paper. We shall calculate the integral
cohomology groups of ûnp in ^ 2) in this section. We denote by J throughout
the group Z or the group Zv.
We decompose S„ into a cellular complex composed of a point So and an
open cell C„ and consider the p-iold Cartesian product û„v of S„ and the following subsets
0

of â°v, ûnp:
0

0

r„p = ûnp — A„j,
1 np

o

where

Anp = the ^>-fold Cartesian

product

of C„,

Í \t nP).

Since the fixed point set of T is the diagonal sphere of ênp, which meets
r"p at one point, namely, the p-iold Cartesian product s%of s0, T(Y^P) =Y°P
and Hsiâ%, Y°p; J)^J
for s = np and vanishes for other s, we have therefore

by (4.1) and (4.2) that
Z

Zp
(5.1)

H>idnP, Ynp;Z)

H'iânp,Tnp;Zp)

The given cellular

«

j

for

s = np with np — n = odd,

Zp

s = n + 2k + X S np with k > 0,

0

other s,

Zp
(5.2)

s = np with np — n = even,

0

decomposition

for

s = 0 and » + 2 S S S np,
other s.

of Sn gives naturally

a cellular

decom-

position of r°p composed of all p-iold products 73=.Z3iX-B2X • ■ -XBP where
each Bi denotes either s0 or Cn and not all Bi are Cn, and this yields a cellular
decomposition
of Ynp with cells of the form 7(5), since T leaves only the
points in the diagonal sphere of t^, fixed. In this cellular decomposition
of
rnp, there is no s-cell if s is not a multiple nr of n with OSnrSnip
—X) and
there are Cp,r/p s-cells if 0<s = nrSnip
—X) (where Cp,r is the binomial
coefficient). It is therefore easy to see that
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s = 0,

■ {/, Cp,T/p}

0
where {/, t} denotes
to /.
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for

0 <s

= nr S nip - 1), n £ 2,

other s,

the direct sum of t groups each of which is isomorphic

(5.4) The sequence

(5.5)

O^H'iûnp,

£

V

Tnp-,J)-^ H'iûnp, J)-^ H'iYnp, /)->0,

¿s exacti6), where £, 77are the injection and projection
cohomology sequence of the pair (t?np, Ynp). Then,

n ä 2,

homomorphisms

H'i&np, J) « Hsiûnp, Tnp; J) 9 H'iTKP, J),

in the

»Ï2,

with Hsiênp, Ynp; J), H'iYnp, J) given in (5.1)-(5.3).
We need prove that

(5.6)

v : H'iânp, J) -> H°iTnp, J)

is onto for every 5. This is obvious if s is not a multiple nr oí n with 0<nr
Snip —X). Let now 0<s = nrSnip —X). Since T acting on Y°„ leaves only one
point, namely s?,, fixed, using a simplicial decomposition
of t?£j, as described
in §1 with si as a vertex, we verify straightforwardly
that 'H'iXnp, Zp)

= T~H"iY°r, Zp)œ{zp,

Cp,r/p} and that the homomorphism

—>*i7s(r°j„ Zp) is onto with/,
morphism

given as in (2.1). Clearly,

-n: H*i&°np,Zp)—>H'(YnP, Zp) is onto.

property of (2.1), we have
given as in (2.1). (5.6) for
morphism (3.1). (5.6) for
ship between cohomology

Thus,

j„: He(Y°p, Zp)

the projection

homo-

by the commutativity

that i¡: °H*iû°np,Zp)^'HsiYlP, Zv) is onto with 17
J = ZP follows now easily from (2.3) and the isoJ = Z follows from this and some usual relationgroups given by the coefficient sequence 0—>Z

-+Z-+Z/pZ-^0i7).
We shall write
Q'idnp, J) = the kernel of 77in (5.5),
(5.7)

gn = a generator of the infinite
t
*
gn = gn mod p, which generates

cyclic group Hnidnp, Z),
Hniânp,

Zp).

(5.8) Let n be even. Let e^P, e„p be respectively generators of the infinite cyclic
groups

H"»iênJ>, Z), H^iûnp,

Z).

We have 7*ienp) = ±pe°np.

In fact, let us decompose â^„ into a simplicial complex K as in §1. The
identification
map /: û„P-^nP carries K into a simplicial decomposition
of
(6) For » —i, this sequence is not exact in general. An example is &u, which is the Möbius

band.
(7) Here, the assumption

n^2

is needed.
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t?nj>. #„p being a pseudo-manifold,
e„p is represented
by an oriented npsimplex t, and there are exactly p oriented «p-simplexes in K which 7 maps
into r. Since n is even, it is easy to see that T preserves orientation of the

manifold â°p. This gives (5.8).
6. The cyclic reduced
oriented

w-sphere.

powers

of g\. We assume

Let eo be the unit of the integral

«S;2.

Let Sn he an

cohomology

ring of Sn

and en the generator
of HniSn, Z) represented
by Sn. Write elit = e0X • • •
Xe0XenX
■ • ■ XeoE.H"iâ°j„
Z) where the i'th factor is en and all other
factors are e0. Then, e„P= + üi=i en,t with e°p given in (5.8) and a direct
computation
gives that, in êlP, (2Z?-i en,i)p = 0 or = +pl e\v according as n
is odd or even. Thus, by some properties
of regular imbedding
Sn in ânp as

given in §3, we see that 7*(g*) = + XXi
(6.1)

gn

= ± ip — X)lenp

e°,«so that,

and

hence

using (5.8),
g„

9a 0,

n = even.

Following [9], Í3* will be used to denote the cyclic reduced power operation mod p (and for p = 2, cPkmeans the square operation Sq2k). We have, in
yJnp,

(6.2)

cpkg*9¿0i

2k S n.

Although this follows also from some general considerations
in later sections,
we may prove it, in a simple way, as follows. Let n = 2. Then, i>0g| = g|?i0

and <P1gl= gip?£0 by (6.1). We shall complete the proof of (6.3) by induction
on n. Let En+i he an (w + l)-cell(8) with boundary

Sn, and let/:

2£„+i—>SB+i

be the map which shrinks Sn into a single point s of Sn+i and is topological
elsewhere.
Denote by uñ+íp the p-iold cyclic product
of En+i- Then ûnp
d&n+ij» and / gives rise naturally to a map F: &ñ+iP-^&n+iP such that Flix)
= Ifpix) where x is an arbitrary
point of the £-fold Cartesian
product of
En+i- Since #á+u> is contractible
by (1.3), the coboundary
homomorphism
(6.3)

5: H*iûnp, Zp) -* H^iâ'n+lp,

is an into-isomorphism.
sp = the p-iold Cartesian

ênp;Zp),

s > 0,

Also, it is clear that Fi$np) = Iisp) G.&n+iP (with
product of s£S,,-n).
Thus, F induces the homo-

morphism
F*: H°idn+ip,

is") ; Zp) -* Hsi&n+iP, ûnp;Zp).

We assert that F* is an onto-isomorphism
into-homeomorphisms

/,:

Sn+i-^n+iP

for s = n + X. In fact, we have the

isGSn+i),

/.„:

En+i-^&'n+iP

isoE.Sn)

as

given in the last paragraph
of §3. We verify easily that FifsoiSn)) =sp and F
maps fs0iEn+i —Sn) topologically
onto/,(5„+i—
is)). Then, by some property
of regular imbedding
given in §3, the isomorphism
(6.3) and some usual
(8) By a cell we mean a space which is homeomorphic
Euclidean space.

to a bounded

closed convex cell in a
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arguments in cohomology theory, we prove our assertion.
Write g¿, for the generator of Hn+1i»n+lp, isp); Zp) such that Çg„f+i=g*+i
where

£ is the injection

homomorphism:

H'iên+ip,

Then, if 2kSn, f*cPkglnf+i=\bcPkgi with XGZP, ^0
and hence i^'g'n+i^O

by the isomorphism

isp); Zp)—*H3iûn+iP, Zp).

by our assertion

(6.3) and induction

above,

hypothesis.

It

follows that <P*g¿+i5¿0.If 2k=n + X, then <Pkgt+i= gn+i^0 by (6.1). This
proves (6.2).
We assert also that

(6.4)

<P*¿ E Qn+2k^-l)i&nP, Zp),

with Q'+Wr-viônp,

k>0,

Zp) given in (5.7), and by (5.4), it remains

to show that

r¡cPkgÍ= 0 ior the case n<n + 2kip-X)=nrSnip-X).
Write dnrGHnriYnp, Zp)
for the element represented
by 22'-1 Onr where C1, ClT, • ■ ■ , CL,
q = Cp,r/p, are the oriented
open wr-cells in Ynp with respect
to the
cellular decomposition
of r„p given in §5 and with the orientation induced by
the given orientation
of Sn. In the r-fold Cartesian
product !?nr of S„, let us
denote by e„ti the element of HniênT, Zp) as given in the first paragraph
of
this section but with Z replaced by Zv and with p replaced by r. Since for
eaehj,j=X,
2, • • • , q, we may construct a map T¡: â°r—>Ynpsuch that TfiCif)
represents
THi-i en,t and TfiSn) represents
clearly ^TfiSn)
=0, it follows therefore

22l-i en,u and since in #nr we have
easily that i¡cPkg*= 0. We get thus

(6.4).
We shall write S%, S„ respectively
7(S„) in dnp and write

for the diagonal

spheres

wn G. H iSn, Z)

(6.5)

#

wn = wn

By a consideration

(6.6)
where

for the generator,

„i

(mod p) G H iSn, Zp).

on the map I: $nP—*?„p,we see easily that

fgt = ± pw*n,
f denotes

in ô°p and

the projection:

Hniênp,

fg„ = 0,
J)-+HniSn,

J).

7. Neighbourhood of the diagonal sphere 5„ in ênp. We intend to calculate
the iterated cyclic powers of gf. We recall the following: Let A(miî)) be the lens
space which is the orbit space over an w-sphere Sm, m ¡z2, relative to an
orthogonal transformation
in Sm of prime period p without fixed point. The
cohomology groups HsiA(m,p), Zp) of A(m,p) mod p are isomorphic to Zp for
OSsSm.
Let i>i£i?'1(A(»».i>)iZp), ^2GiJ2(A(ro,P), Zp) be generators. Then, v\
generates iJ24(A(tn,p), ZP) for 0g2¿ára,
v&\ generates Hu+1iA(m,p), Zp) for

0S2k + XSm, v{= 0, or =v\ according as p>2 or =2 [17].
We may take Sn as an analytical manifold. Then, naturally, T acts on #„„
and Si imbeds in #nj) analytically.
We may then consider the fiber bundle 33o
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over S% whose fibers are inp —n — X)-dimensional normal spheres of 5„ in
t?Bp. Let Eo, (po, Vox be the total space, the projection, and the fiber over
x£S„ of this bundle. Let V'0x,xÇ.S^, he the solid inp— w)-sphere composed
of the geodesies joining x to points of V0x, and let Co = Vx£s,'>Vi)x, which is
the map cylinder of <f>o.The following are easily seen: T leaves E0, Co, Vox,
V¿x invariant,
T applied on Vox is equivalent
to an orthogonal
transformation without fixed point. Thus, 7 carries <Bointo a bundle 43 over 5„ with the

lens space A(Bp_„_i,P)as fiber. Write £ = 7(£0) and C = 7(C0). C —E is an
open subset of ênp containing 5„ and 5„ is a deformation
retract of C.
We shall evaluate the cohomology groups H^E, Zp). To do this, we have
to use arguments in the theory of periodic maps, although 23 is a bundle so
simple as over a sphere. Let x0G^ be a given point. For simplicity, write

F„ = Fox», VÓ= Vox,,

V = 7(Fo),

V' = 7(FÓ).

Using the theorem of Feldbau, we see easily that Go—E0— V'0 is an open
w^-cell, and hence H'iCo, Eo^JVÓ; Zv) «Zp for s = np and vanishes for other s.
Thus, since T leaves C0 and E0^JV¿ invariant,
it follows from (4.1) that

H'iC, E\JV; Zp)^Zp for n + 2SsSnp
and vanishes for other s. Applying
similar arguments to the pair (FÓ, F0), we find that HsiV'VJE, E; Zp)
~HsiV,

V; Zp)«Zp

the coboundary
is trivial.

(7.1)

for 2SsSnp

homomorphism:

—n and vanishes

HsiV'¿JEo,

for other s. Now, clearly,

E0; Zp)->iP+1(Go,

F0W£0; Zp)

Thus, using (4.4) we have the exact sequence

0 -> H'iC, V W E; Zp) -> H'iC E;ZP)-U E'iV VJ E,E;Zp)->

0,

where £ and r¡ denote respectively the injection and projection homomorphism
in the cohomology sequence of the triple EdEUV
CG. Therefore,

Zp

(7.2)

H'iC,E;Zp)~

2 S s S n + X,np - n + 1 S s S np,

Zp © Zp for n + 2SsSnp
0

— n,

other 5.

We shall write

(7.3)

Q'iC E;Zp) = the kernel of t) in (7.1).

Let
(7.4)

Wn = 4>*iwn) G H"iE, Zp)

where wn is given in (6.5) and <jSdenotes the projection of the bundle Í3.
We assert that wn7¿0. In fact, if p>2, then the cross section of 'Bo and hence
the cross section of Í3 exists since np —n —X^n; our assertion is thus obvious.
Assume p = 2. We observe that the intersection number mod 2 in â^ of the

fundamental

«-cycle of S¡¡ with itself is 0. If aBG-H"(#B2, Z2) is dual to this

fundamental

cycle, then a„ = 0; it follows that

the fundamental

character-
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istic class mod 2 of © vanishes
[13]. This proves that </>*:H'iSl,
Zi)
—*H'iEo, Zi) is an into-isomorphism.
Our assertion
follows easily. Now,
since Si is a deformation
retract of C, by (7.2) and the exactness of the
cohomology sequence of the pair (C, E), we have that

(7.5)

H'iE,Z„)

Zp

0 S s S n — 1, np — n S s S np — 1,

Zp © Zp for

n S s S np — n — X,

0

other s.

Using (7.5), the cohomology

ring mod p of a lens space,

and Wang se-

quence of the bundle 43 [6, p. 471], namely,
• • • -^ H'iE,Zv)

(7.6)

-*■ H'iA{np-n-l,P),

-4/(5„,Zp)®ff'
a

Zp)

' (A(BJ,_„_ilP),Zp)
ß

-> H>+\E, Zp)->...

,

we can find easily the cohomology ring of E mod p. Notice that the homomorphism j3 in (7.6) may be interpreted
geometrically
as the projection of
the cohomology groups of E into those of an arbitrary fiber, and satisfies the
relation ßixy) =ßix)ßiy). One observes that there are

(7.7)

0! G H\E, Zp), 02G H\E, Zp) such that

ßin) = vh ßih) = v2,

and hence that the homomorphism
dn in (7.6) is trivial since V\ and v2 generates the cohomology ring of A(Bp_B_i,P)mod p. Thus, some usual arguments
in spectral homology theory and, in particular,
those to establish the sequence (7.6) together with (7.7) prove that E has the same cohomology ring
mod p of the product .SBXA(Bp_B_i,P).

We shall write also

(7.8)

Q'iE, Zp) = the kernel of the homomorphism ß in (7.6).

The pair (C, E) has cohomology ring mod p with trivial multiplication
(i.e., we have always xy = 0 for any cohomology classes x, y mod p of the
pair (G, E)). In fact, since C, up to a homeomorphism,
is the space 5„W£

X(0, 1) with the topology obtained by identifying, in £X(0,

1), the subset

EX(0) to Si in a natural manner by means of the projection <p: E—>S„ of 43,
we notice that the multiplication of the cohomology ring of the pair (£ X (0,1 ),

jEX((0)VJ(1)) is trivial.
8. A basic relation. We shall write

M = ûnp - (C - JE)
and consider the following diagram (4.1) in which to, ii etc. are homomorphisms induced by inclusion E<ZM, iM, E)Qiûnp,
C), etc., and 5, ô'
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homomorphisms.

H'+\C, E;J)£

H'+K&np,M; J)

Y

(8.1)
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H'iE, J) «- H'iM, J)

H^iânp, J)

H°+\M, E; J)+-H°+\ûnp,
Clearly,

ii and i[ are onto-isomorphisms

(8.2)

v

C; J)

by excision,

and the commutativity

i2ii 5 = t2ti 5

holds by some usual arguments. Also, using the exactness of the cohomology
sequences of the pair (C, E) and (t?np, M), the assumption
«2:3, and (5.4),
(7.2), we see that HriM, Zp), H2iM, Zp) are cyclic groups of order p with
generators

J, G H\M, Zp),

bi G H\M, Zp)

such that

(8.3)
Finally,

loibi) = §u
since 5„ is a deformation

tin1: H\M,

(8.4)

lofa) = h.

retract

of C, we verify by (6.6) that

E;ZP) « Hidnp, Zp)

E^\M,E;ZP)

for all s y¿ 0, n + 1,

~ZP.

We shall write
fln+i = pown G wH

(8.5)

„

iM, E; Zp)

gn G H iM, E; Zp)

with y. G Zp, ^ 0,

_i

with t2ii

t

(g„) = gn.

We assert that

(8 •6)

Q°+\&nP,Zp) = i^SQ'iE, Zp)

where Q'+liûnp, Zp) and (>(£,

Zp) are given in (5.7), (7.8). In fact, it is easy

to verify first that <2S+1(C,E; Zp)=h'QsiE, Zp) with (>(C, E; Zp) given in
(7.3). In &np,we may take an open np-cell JFCA°pn(C0 —E0— V0) which T
leaves invariant.
Then, since the inclusions
i&np, &np— W) Ci$nP, ^np) induce
obviously

(Co, C0— IF)C(Co,
onto-isomorphisms:

jEo^Fo) and
H'iCo, Eo

KJVo;Zp)«/J«(Co, C„-IF; Zp) and H'iê°np,Y°np;Zp)**IPiK, <~W;

Zp),

it follows from (4.3) that the inclusions (C, C-/(IF))C(C,

EKJV) and

i&np, &np—7"(IF))C(î7bp, r„p) induce

E\JV;

«ff(C,

C-IiW);

gives 4'i1:

onto-isomorphism:

H'iC,

Zp) and H«(t7Bp,rnp; Zp) **H'i#np, #„P-7(IF);

(?"(C, £; Zp) ~<2s(#Bp, Zp) by definition

of these groups

Zp)

Zp). This
and some
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the proof of (8.6).

We shall write
an+2k+i = i2ii (aB+i&2) G H
(8.7)

#

_1

k

an+2k+i = i2ii (ö7.+i&i&2)G H

i&nP,ZP)
n+ik+i

i&nP,Zp)

íor 0 S 2k S np — n — X,

for 0 S 2k S np — n — 2.

Clearly, wn= 0*(O EQsiE, ZP), so wnvl<=Qn+2kiE,
Zp), wnViv¡GQn+2k+1iE,
Zp).
Then,

since 8(wB»|) = pMn+ibl, biwnViv\)= pan+ibibl, by (8.6) the a* in (8.7)

generates the cyclic group <2s(#Bp,Zp) and the aB+i&2, an+ibibí. in (8.7) are not
zero.
We shall establish the basic relation:
(8.8)

gnb2 = an+ibi

with an+i in (8.5) suitably chosen. In fact, since bi, b2 generates respectively
HliM, Zp), H2iM, ZP), using some usual arguments
in cohomology theory,
we conclude that there is

b* G H2iM, Z)
of order p such that Z»2
= ô* m°d p and b*bi=\b£

with \ÇHZ, ¿¿0, where Ô*

is the coboundary
homomorphism
of the coefficient sequence 0—>Z—+Z
—>Z/pZ—*0. Also, since 5B is a deformation
retract of ânp, by (5.4) and (6.6)

we have Hn+2iM, E; Z) =H"iM, E;Z)=0

and Hn+1iM, E; Z) «Zp. Let a*+1

(£Hn+1iM, E; Z) be a generator and let b*+3= a*+ïb*. Then b*+3^0 and
pb*+3 = 0. For, a*+ib* mod p is van+ib2 with vÇ£Zp, ^0, and aB+ie2?i0. That
pb*+3—0 is obvious.
Let us choose a covering of M with nerve TVsuch that b*, ö*+i are represented by cocycles x¡£Cí(íV, Z), xB+1GGB+i(Ar, 7V0;Z) with £x2~0, pxn+1~0
where No denotes the subcomplex
of N consisting of all simplexes whose
nucleus meets E. Let xiGCi(iV, Z), xBGCB(A7', N0; Z) with bxx = pX2, bxn
= pxn+i. Then, xit x2, x„, xB+1 mod p represent respectively
Xi&i, X2&2,X3g„,
X4aB+i with \iÇ.Zp, ¿¿O, and xB+iX2 represents ub*+3 with osÇzZ, ¿¿0. Now
Hn+2iM, E; Zp) «Zp is generated by an+2; clearly o*aB+2=X'¿>*+3.Thus, since
5(xBflxx) = ( — )n£xB+iX2, and 5(xBx2) =£xB+iX2, gnbi = aan+ibi,

o£.Zp,

<nzB+isimply as an+i so that we get (8.8).
Finally, let us remark here that an+i in (8.5) will be so chosen

¿¿0. Write

that

(8.8)

holds. It is obvious from (8.8) that
(8.9)

jfc+l

gj)2

it

= an+ibib2.

9. Cyclic reduced powers of Qsi&np, Zp). This section contains only computations. Explicit relations between iterated powers are given for Q3i&„p, Zp).
(I) p = 2. It is easy to see from (5.4) that the Bockstein homomorphism

maps H2kiSn*Sn, Zi) onto H2k+liSn *5», Z2), 2S2k<n.

(6.2),

Thus, by (5.4) and

r-
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Sqigí = 0,
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Sq'gt = aí+j,

2 S j S n.

We verify b\ = b2, using (7.7), (8.3). As in [il], we have Sq'b¡ = cij, q; Zi)b\+1
where c(j, q; Zi) is the mod 2 value of the K:nomial coefficient
convention:
C3,3-= 0 if j>q).
Write an+i+q = an+ib\. Then,
= ôSqiwn = 5ij)*SqiWn = 0 for j>0,

= cij, q; Zi)an+i+q+j, q+j+XSn.
(9.2)

the

formula

of

Cartan

C9,,- (with the
since Sq'an+i
gives

Sq'an+i+q

Thus, using (8.7),

Sq'an+i+q = cij, q;Zi)an+ï+q+h

q + j + 1 S n.

We have(9)

(9.3)

Sq'gi = . q2hSq2h■■■Sq^'gí,

2SJS

»,

for some integers if >iy-i > ■ • • > ¿i2:0. In fact, if j is a power of 2, there
is nothing to prove. If this is not the case, we may write j = 2ki2r + X) with r
>0, and hence, using (9.1), (9.2), and the argument
in [ll], Sq'gt = a*+J
= Sq^an+j-zk = Sq2 Sq'~2 g„. An induction
on j completes
the proof.

It is easily verified by (9.1), (9.2) that the following (9.4) always holds:
(9.4)

Sq^Sq2k-'gn = 0

(II) p>2.

If n = 3, ^gn^O

for 0 < j < 2*.

only when k = 0, X and <Pxg{
=Xa*+2j,_2with

^ÇlZp, ¿¿0 by (6.2), (6.4). Hereafter, we assume «3:4.
We verify first that fV.+i^O and Wi^O only when k = 0 so that f*aB+i&i
?¿0 only when k = 0 by the formula

of Steenrod-Cartan

= cik, q; Zp)èI+í:(î'"1, where 2(g+fe(p-l))
the mod £ value of the binomial coefficient
k = 0, X and i>1&2= 6^.
Using the relation (8.8) and the formula

(9.5)
since
= -V^gnbr1,

Cq,k- Also, i^^O

only when

of Steenrod-Cartan,

k > 0.

Zp), by (8.4) we conclude
<Pkgn
k >0. It follows therefore from (8.9), (8.7), and (9.5) that

fP*gí = (-)*aí+»(p_1„

With arguments

i**^

i^GO;""^^""^«*,

(9.6)
parallel

2^2¿:g«.

to that used in the case (I) before, we deduce

#

(9.7)

[9]. We have

X and c(£, g; Zp) is

i<Pkgn)b*+ (i'*"1«.)»* =0,

Then,

,„ «

Snp-n-

that

¡?

iP*a»+25+i = c(¿, ç;Zp)aB+2(3+i;(P_i))+1,

2(ç + £(/> -

cPkan+iq+i = cik, ç;Zp)aB+2(3+ft(p_i))+2,

2(ç + £(/> — 1)) g nip — X) — 2.

#

A criterion

t

for evaluating

1)) S nip

cik, q;Zp) for p = 2 was given in [il].

-

X) -

X.

A straight-

(9) See Adem [l ]. Generalizations of results in [l ] to cyclic reduced powers "P* mod p with
p prime >2 had been also obtained by Adem.
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forward generalization

to any prime p is the following:

(9.8)

m

m

k = 22 aiP,

q = 22 bip'

¿=0'IU
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Let

i-O

be the £-adic expansion of k, q. Then cik, q; Zp) =c(<Zi, b\ ; Zp) c(a2, b2; Zp) • • •
ciam, bm; Zp). Thus,

(9.9) cik, q; Zp)^0 if and only if, in the p-adic expansions (5.8) of k, q,

a¡Sbi, ¿ = 0,1, • • • , m.
(9.10) <Pkgi,lS2kSn,

(9.11)

can be expressed as

<P«g*n
= ,&*¥*

■■■í"*'¿(»),

P G Zp, 2 S 2k S n,

for some integers í*'a**'-isí
■ • • z^ñ^O where the number of if s which are
equal to a given i' is just the coefficients a^ in the p-adic expansion (9.8) of k.
In fact, if k is a power of p, there is nothing to prove. Suppose that this
is not the case. Let ii he the least i such that «¡5^0 with k written as in
(5.8), and let r= 22?-t0+i a,-pi_c<1+1>.
Then, either (i) ah >1 or (ii), ah = X,
r2:l. Write t = kip —X) — X. In case (i), a simple calculation gives t —p^ip — X)

= pi^ir+ail-2)+ip-ah)p^+
JXo
ip-l)Pf
with r+ah-2^0,
p>p
-ah >0. It follows therefore from (9.9) that c(£", t-p^ip-i);
Zp)^0, and
hence from (9.5), (9.6) that

(9.12)

<p*gB
= ß'<ppiw>-pi%,

p'ezp.

In case (ii), a simple calculation
gives t —pilip — X)=pi"+lirip
+ 22l=o ip —l)p', and hence, using similar arguments
as before,
(9.12). An induction on k completes the proof of our statement.

—X) — X)
we have

(9.13) The expression

cpkgl = pcppiicpp*
. . . <ppVg't

n g Zp, 2 S 2k S n,

for some ik>si 4'-i ?: • • • 2: ii S: 0 is unique.
We need prove that any expression

(9.14)

<PkgH= p'(P,'i'1<PI'i'n-■
■■ V^'gn,

for some it"^ií"-i=

p.' GZP, 2 S 2k S n,

• ■ • =U =0 is the same as that in (9.10). It is easy to

see that, in (9.11), (9.14), k= ¿2*l-i P'i = IZf-i PVi, and we assert ii =iy. In
fact, if this is not the case, e.g., ii <ii, we shall haveii

a simple calculation,
contradicting

a well-established
ßcp,m

Thus, an induction

=i{ = • ■ ■ =ip , and

using (9.5), (9.6) will give that, in (9.14), ePkgt= 0,
result.

. . . cppik' gn _

on k will complete

Therefore
p'cppi'2

ii =ii, and hence

. . . ipp"""gn

the proof.

=

0.
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As in (9.4), we verify by (9.6), (9.7) that
(9.15)

<Pk<?^-kgn= 0
III.

for 0 < k < p\

HOMOTOPY GROUPS AND 2-FOLD AND 3-FOLD
CYCLIC PRODUCTS OF SPHERES

10. The problem.

Let K he a connected

complex.

Consider

the g-fold

symmetric
product Kx" of K. We regularly imbed K in K^« in the sense of
§3 with reference point s0G.K, and denote by i: 7rs(i<0—>7rs(7ir2«)the usual
injection homomorphism
between homotopy groups. LetaG?rs(.rv).
If i(a) =0,
we shall say that a is killed by g-fold symmetrization
of K. We assert that the
behavior of a being killed by symmetrization
is independent
of the choice
of the reference point s0G.K to define the regular imbedding. In fact, given
any other s¿ ÇzK, there is a homotopy equivalence /: K—>K with /(so) =s0',
and, as was shown in §1, /s« is a homotopy equivalence: KXq—>KZq. Also,
after imbedding
K into Kz* with respect to both the reference points s0,

so E.K, we see that the partial map fq\s0iK)
is the same as /. Homotopy
equivalence induces isomorphisms between homotopy groups. Our assertion
is thus clear.
We may give also the meaning for the expression that the elements of
iTsiK) are killed in T-products

of K in the same way as above

with 2, re-

placed by T. Let rC25. By the natural map i)Tsq: 7£r—»i<Cz«
(§3), it is clear
that aG7rs(A") is killed in K2* if it is killed in Kv.
Let SoGK he given. We imbed 2£s« in KZq+1 as follows. Let/<¡: Kq-^Kq+1
be the map sending (xi, x2, • • • , xq) to (xi, x2, • • • , xq, si). It is clearly an
into-homeomorphism.
Form Ks« and Kz°+1 respectively over Kq and Kq+1. fq
gives rise naturally to a map/,' : KZq—»i£s«+1. It is easily seen that/,/
is an
into-homeomorphism.
Let us identify KSq and f¿ iKi2*) under /„'. We have

thus the imbedding: i^Ä^CA^CÄ^'C

• • • . Clearly, ctE.ir.iK.) is killed

by (g + l)-fold symmetrization,
if it is killed by g-fold symmetrization.
We consider the simple case K = Sn. We have the problem:
How many homotopy groups of Sn could be killed by symmetrization?
The results in later sections give that 2-fold symmetrization
of 5B kills
T'n+iiSn), TTn+2ÍSn),the 2-primary subgroup of 7rn+3(.S'B)for «2:5; 3-fold symmetrization
kills the 3-primary
subgroup of 7rn+3(5B) for « S: 3. Symmetrization kills all homotopy groups 7r,(52) for s>2, since the g-fold symmetric
product of 52 is homeomorphic
to the complex projective
space M2q of
(topological)
dimension 2q. (Take 52 as the extended complex plane and
express Af2î by homogeneous coordinates in complex numbers. Define 4>: S\
-^Miq by taking $(zi, z2, • ■ • , za) = (ö0, <H, ' ' ' > ao) if the z,'s are the n roots
of the equation
22'-o iixi = 0. Identifying
the inverse image under 0 of
every point of Af2, gives a homeomorphism
between 5r« and Af2g.) It seems
true that more and more homotopy groups of spheres are killed by sym-
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metrization.
Perhaps one of the reasons might be illustrated by the proof of
(13.7), in which we compare the cohomology groups of a symmetric product
and those of an Eilenberg-MacLane
complex.
Very little is known concerning the homology properties of symmetric

products(2).

It follows easily from (3.5) and (6.2) that,

is the generator

then,

and p.: HniSn,

in 5Z«, we have ^pign)

Z)^HniSnq,

if gnEHniSn,

Z) is the into-isomorphism

5^0 for all cyclic reduced

powers

Z)

(3.2),

mod p and p

prime Sq and 2kSn.
XX. The cellular decomposition
of Sn*Sn of Steenrod. As the integral
cohomology groups of #np(«ï:2) are computed as in (5.4), its integral homology groups can be easily obtained by duality theorems. ûnp is simply connected by (1.4). Thus, following a statement given in later Appendix, there
is a finite cellular complex(3) #BPof the same homotopy type of ênp, composed
of oriented open cells C's, D's as follows:

&nP — (Co W CB W CB+a\J C„+s \J • • • \J Cnp)
(11-1)

"-*

1

U iDnrV

2

Dnr\J

C.r/p

■ ■ ■ yJDnr

),

(»à

2),

r=2

where (a) the subscript of C, D denotes the dimension of the cell, iß) the
homotopy boundary(10) of Cn+2k is contained in the (w + 2(& — l))th skeleton
of ■a'np,(t) the homotopy boundary of Dnr is contained
in the («r —2)th skeleton of û'np, and (ô) the homology boundary(u)
of CB+2*+iis pCn+ikWe do not know apparently
the homotopy boundaries of the open cells
in (11.1). For p = 2, an explicit cellular decomposition
of ânp was given by

Steenrod(12). The basic lemma for this is the following (11.2).
(11.2) Sn*Sn is homeomorphic to the space obtained by first suspending
Sn-i * Sn-i and then adjoining a 2n-cell to the suspension.
Let Sn be the set in the Euclidean (w + 1) -space defined by the equation
22l-i Ui=i- Snis cut by the hyperplane
wn+i = 0 into upper cap E+ and lower

cap E- and 5„_i = £+A£_.

We shall write [x, y]=7(x,

y)ESn * Sn for (x, y)

ESnXSnLet K he the subset of points [x, y] in Sn*Sn such that x and y
have the same latitude in Sn relative to 5B_i. Clearly K is homeomorphic
to
the suspension of Sn-i * Sn~i- For any point x of S, let 0(x) be its latitude

(+ in E+, - in £_), -ir/2Sdix)Sir/2.
Define tp: E+ XE--+Sn *Sn as
follows. Let xG-E+, yG-E— If 0(x) ^ —0(y), let y' he the point on the longitudinal circle of y with latitude 0(y)+(0(x)-|-0(y)) =0(x)+20(y)
and set
<A(x,y) = [x, y']. If 0(x) S —0(y), let x' he the point on the longitudinal
(l0) See [14, p. 221]. We call the partial map over the boundary
map /: <rn—»ê»
the homotopy boundary of the open cell «„.

circle

i5<rnof the characteristic

(u) See later Appendix.
(K) The remainder of this section are unpublished results of N. E. Steenrod. Thanks are due
to him for his permission to include these results here.
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of x with latitude 0(x) + (0(x)+0(y)) =20(x)+0(y)

and set 0(x, y) = [x', y].

Note that 0(x) = —0(y) implies <£(x, y) = [x, y] in both cases, so ib is a (continuous) map.
We show that 0 is onto. Let [x, y] he given. If 0(x) =0(y) and x, yEE+,
let yi be the point on the equator of Sn having the longitude of y. Then
0(x, yi) = [x, y]; for 0(yi)=O implies first case, so <£(x, yi) = (x, yi) where

0(y') =0(x)+20(y)

=0(x), hence yi =y. Similarly, if 0(x) =0(y) and x, yEE^,

we work on x.
Since [x, y] = [y, x] in 5B * Sn, we need consider
We must consider various cases.

(i)

only the case 0(x) >0(y).

eix) + eiy) s o

which implies 0(y)^O. Solve equation 0(x) =20(x)+0(y),
dixi) = [dix) -6iy)]/2,
and let Xi have the same longitude

0(xi)+0(y)=

[0(x)+0(y)]/2^O,

as x. The 0(xO^O

since 0(x)3:0(y)

and

so Case 2 of definition applies and 0(xi, y)

= [x, y}.

(ii)

eix) + eiy) ^ o.

Solve equation 0(y) =0(x)+20(yi),

eiyi) = [eiy)- 0(*)]/2 s o,
and let yi have the same longitude

0(yi)+0(x) = (0(y)+0(x))/2

as y. Then Case 1 of definition

applies for

2:O, so</>(x,yi) = (x, y). Thus, the map<£ is onto.

Now suppose

4>ix, y) = <7i(xi,yi),
Suppose

x, Xi E E+, y, yx E -E-.

first that 0(x) +0(y) ^0. Then </>(x,y) = [x, y'] as in Case 1 of defini-

tion, and we have 0(x)+0(y') =2[0(x)+0(y)]^O.
Now 0(x1)+0(yl) <0 would
lead to d>ixi, yi) = ixi, yx) with 0(x1')+0(yi) =2[0(xi)+0(yi)] <0 which contradicts

0(x, y) =4>ixi, yi). So we must have 0(xi)+0(y1)

= (xi, yi) with
y i =y'. Then

0(xi)+0(y/)=2[0(xi)+0(yi)].

eiy') = eix) + 26iy),

^0.

Suppose

Hence ^>(xi, yi)

first that

Xi=x,

eiyi) = 6ixi) + 26iyi)

imply 0(y)=0(yi),
so we obtain (x, y) = (xi, yi), or else x = Xi = north pole of
Sn and y, yi = any two points on S„-i. Suppose then that xx = y' and x=yi.
By equations above we get 0(y) = —0(yi). Since both y, yxEE- we must have

0(y) =0(yi) =0. This implies that (x, y) and (x,, yi) are both in E+XS„-v
Assuming 0(x)+0(y) <0 we deduce similarly that </>(x,y) =</>(xi, yi) implies
(x, y) = (xi, yi) or that both points are in SB__iX-E—

To sum up, <b:E+XE.—*Sn *Sn maps the boundary

E+XSn-iJSn-iXE-
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topologically.
Obviously,

(11.3)

* Sn and maps

the interior

of E+XE-

541

onto Sn* Sn — K

(11.2) is proved.
using (11.2), a cellular decomposition

Sn*Sn = C,UC,UC,+2U.

• • UC2B

(»£2)

can be constructed
by induction on « where the subscript of C denotes the
dimension number of the cell. We start with « = 2. 52 * Si is the complex
projective plane, and we take the desired cellular decomposition
of S2 * 52
as that given in [10, p. 310]. Suppose that (11.3) has been already constructed
for 5„_i*5B_i.
We decompose
KESn*Sn
first into K=Co^JC„
UC»+2U • • • \JC2n-1 as a homeomorphic
image of the suspension
of the
decomposition
of Sn-i * Sn-i (by the homeomorphism
given in above proof)
and then adjoin a 2«-cell to K by means of the map tj>.Clearly, the partial map
<b\Sn-i * 5B_i coincides with the identification map 7: SB_iXSB-i—►5„_i* Sn-i.
and the involution T acting on SB_iXSB~i preserves or reverses orientation
according as « is odd or even. Let the C¿'s in (11.3) be oriented arbitrarily.
By a consideration
of the partial map <p\ iE+XSn-AJSn-iXE-),
we find that,
in (11.3), the homology boundary of C2b is +2C2„_i or 0 according as « is
odd or even. Thus, by the inductive construction
of (11.3) and by some usual
property of suspension, we conclude that the homology boundary
of CB+30'è3) is ±2CB+j_i or 0 according as j is odd or even. (11.3) can be also ap-

plied to show that Sq'gt^O,

2SjSn.

In fact, using (6.1) and the com-

mutativity
between Sq1' and suspension, we have first Sq2kgf¡?¿0, 2^2^^«.
Then,
since the Bockstein
homomorphism
maps H2kiSn * Sn, Zi) onto
H2k+1iSn*Sn, Zi), we have Sq2k+1gt^0, 2S2k + XSn.
12. ^-primary subgroups of 7r5(SB), «^3. It is known that the ^-primary
subgroup C(7T3(5B), p) of 7r5(5B), «à3,
vanishes for n<q<n+2p
—3, and
C(7r„+2p-3(SB), p)~Zp
[5]. Let us give the characteristic
property
of
C(7rn+2p_3(5B), p) by reduced powers.
Denote by KiSn) an Eilenberg-MacLane
complex, which is cellular, and
whose only nonvanishing
homotopy group is 7rB(AT(5B))and is isomorphic to
7TB(5n). If K is arbitrary cellular complex whose first nonvanishing
homotopy
group is TniK) —TniSn), using some standard
method we may imbed K into
a complex KiSn) such that the injection homomorphism:
wniK)—>7rB(iT(5B))

is an onto-isomorphism.
We say then that KiS„) is an Eilenberg-MacLane
complex constructed
starting with K. Any two complex KiSn) are of the same
homotopy type. Clearly, H"iKiS„), Zp)^Zp. Let anEHniKiSn),
ZP) be a
generator.

(12.1) In KiSn), we have <Pkan^0, 0S2kSn.
In fact, it follows from (1.4) and (5.4) that 7r,(#Bp) vanishes for l^s<«
and ~Z for s = n. Construct
KiSn), starting with i?np. We may assume that
i*ian) =gt where i denotes the inclusion t7BpCA'(5B). Then (12.1) follows from

(6.2) and the commutativity

<Pki*=i*<Pk.
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Similarly, we may show that, in KiSn), Sq'an^O,

2SjSn.

We shall write KiS„, P) for the cellular complex which is the union of the
cellular complexes Sn = Ki, K2, K3, ■ ■ ■ , where Ks is constructed
by adjoining
cells to Ks_i, by means of maps /,- of a g„-sphere into Ks_i which represent a
basis
of the ¿»-primary
subgroup
CiirqiKs-i),
p) of TrqtiKs-i)
with
CiirQliKa-i), p) nonvanishing
and qs least. It is easy to verify by our construction that the ¿»-primary subgroup of irqiKiSn, p)) vanishes for every
q>n

and irniKiSn,

p)) «7rB(5B).

Write
Em = an oriented

Denote

by E¡ the cellular

means of a map/:
and vanishes

generator

complex

dEq+i—>Sn, q>n.

for other

represented

w-cell(8).

constructed

by adjoining

s. Let Sn he oriented

and let ßnEHniEf,

Zp) he the

by Sn, and write

e/ G TqiSn) for the element represented

Let q = n+2kip-X)-X.

Eq+i to Sn, by

Clearly, HkiEf, Zp) «Zp for k = n, q + X

by /.

We observe that ^ßnE^+^^-^iEf,

Zp) gives rise

to an element ef EHn+2kip~1) iE„-, 2k(P-i), dEn+2k(p-i); Zp) by identifying
two groups in a natural manner. For we3, let us define
(12.2)

4>; 7TB+2i(p_1)_1(5B)-^ H"+2k<-p-^iEn+2k(p-i),

these

dE^u^^Z,)

by taking \pie¡) =ej. \¡/ is then a homomorphism(13).
(12.3) The homomorphism yp with k = X maps Ciirn+tP~3iSn), p) isomorphically onto Hn+2(-p-1)iEn+2(p-i), dEn+2<_p-i); Zp) («^3).
If eEirn+2P-ziSn)
is of finite order prime to p, then xpie) =0.
Consider first « = 3. Since C(7rg(53), p)=0, 3<q<2p,
in the complex
KiS3, p) there is no cell of dimension greater than 3 and less than 2p + X,
and since C(7r2p(S3), p) ~ZP there is exactly one i2p + X)-cell with homotopy
boundary/:
dE2p+i—+S¡ representing
a nonzero element of C(7r2p(53), p), and
KiS3, p) contains thus Ef. Construct
the cellular complex KiS3), starting
with KiS3, p). Then, by the exactness of the homotopy sequence of the pair
iKiS3), KiS3, p)), we have that the ¿»-primary subgroup of irqiKiS3), KiS3, p))
vanishes for 1 <qS2p + X. Also, 7rg(7i(53), KiS3, p)) has no element of order
infinity for 1 <qS2p + X. It follows therefore from the generalized Hurewicz

theorem as given by J. Moore [5] that H2p+1iKiS3), KiS3, p);Zp)=0.

Then,

using the exactness of the cohomology sequence of the pair (7i(53), KiS3, p)),
(12.1) gives that, in Ef, P'p^^O- Hence, \j/ is onto for « = 3. Using suspension,
we see that

\p maps

C(7rt!+2p_3(5B), p) onto -ï7"+2(?,-1)(.EB+2(P-i), d-En+2(P-u; Zp).

It is obvious that ip maps an element

of irB+2p_3(5B)of finite order prime to p

into 0.
(13) It follows from some theorem of Adem that 0 is 0 if k is not a power of p. For the case

p = 2, see [1].
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13. On homotopy groups of 2-fold and 3-fold cyclic products of spheres.
We regularly

imbed

Let Sn be oriented
Hniûnp,

Sn in ânp and write

and let g* be so chosen that the projection

Z)-+HniSn,

Z) maps

g* into

the

generator

homomorphism

of HniSn,

:

Z) represented

by Sn. Write
(13.1)

£ = the injection

where G is an arbitrary

homomorphism:

coefficient

group.

Hsiênp, Sn; G) —*77s(#Bp, G),

£ is an isomorphism

for s>n.

As in

(12 2), we define
(13.2)

t:T3iS2)->HiiEi,dEi;Z)

by taking now \pief)=e/
with ef corresponding
to ßlEH4iEf,
Z). \p is an
onto-isomorphism.
For if/=/0:
dEi—*Si is a map with Hopf invariant
1, we

have rpief^EH^E^,

ôE4; Z) represented

by the oriented cell El [10, p. 311].

Some usual arguments give then ^(%0) =bpiefi) for any integer t.
(13.3) The in + X)th homotopy group of Sn*Sn vanishes (w^2).
Thus,
every map f: dEB+2—»,SBextends in Sn * Sn over £n+2. Moreover, if F is such an
extension of/, we have:

*(«/) = ^*r1(g2*2) G H\Et,

(13.4)

*(«/) = F^Sq'g*

dE,; Z),

n = 2,

G 774(£„+2, dEn+2;Zi),

n £ 3,

where \p is the isomorphism (13.2) or (12.2) -zot'/A&= 1, p = 2, according as n = 2
or «^3(J).
In fact, 52 * 52 is the complex projective plane, so 7r3(52 * Si) = 0. For n S: 3,
we observe

that

the subcomplex

CoWCBUC,,+2

of Sn * Sn with

respect

to the

cellular decomposition
(11.3) is homeomorphic
to the complex AfB+2 considered by Steenrod [10, p. 311 ], and by arguments there, we verify that the
boundary homomorphism

(13.5)

ö: irn+2ÍSn*Sn; Wn) —*irB+i(IFB)

is onto, where tFB = C0WCB is an «-sphere. Clearly, iîs(5B *Sn, Wn; Z) =0 for
s<« + 2 and hence, by (1.4), the Hurewicz isomorphism
gives7rB+i(5B * S„; Wn)
= 0. So, by the exactness
of the homotopy
sequence of the pair iSn * Sn, W„),
we have ■n-B+i(.S'B
* Sn) = 0.
To prove (13.4), we need merely identify dEn+i with Sn by the map /
and use the definition of \p. Then, F gives rise naturally
to a map F': Ef-^Sn

* Sn. Since the homomorphism
induced by a map preserves cup product and
square operations, we deduce thus (13.4) easily.
(13.6) The in + 2)th homotopy groups of Sn * Sn vanishes («è2)(:).
This can be proved by some arguments similar to those given before. For
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« = 2, this follows from the fact that the fourth homotopy group of the complex projective plane vanishes. Hence, every map: 54—>IF2can be deformed in
Mi into a point. Suppose inductively
that a map /: Sn+i—>Wn for a certain
«2:2 can be deformed in Mn+2 into a point 5. Note that the suspension of
the pair (ifB+2, Wn) is the same as the pair (ilfB+3, IFB+i) (up to a homeomorphism)
and the suspension of 7rB+2(IFB) is 7rB+3(IFB+i) (for IFB and IFB+i
are spheres). It follows that the suspension of / in Mn+3 can be deformed into
a broken line in Mn+3, and hence every map: 5B+3—>IFB+ican be deformed
into a point. This gives that the injection
homomorphism:
7rB+2(IFB)
—>7TB+2(5B* 5B) is trivial.

Let «2:3. As in the cellular decomposition
(11.3), the homology boundary
of CB+3 is ±2CB+2, so Hn+iiSn * S„, Wn; Z)^Zi
and as before we deduce
TTn+iiSn*S„, Wn)~Z2. This gives that the boundary homomorphism
(13.5)
is an onto-isomorphism.
We get thus (13.6) easily.

In (12.2), let «2:4, k = 2, p
of 7Tn+3(5B)~Z8 for «2:5 [4].
Sq*ßi = the generator of HsiEf,
gives that ip is onto for «5:5,

= 2. It was known that the 2-primary subgroup
If / is a map: Si—»S4 with Hopf invariant 1,
Zi) [X]. So \p is onto for n = 4. The suspension
and hence 7rB+3(5B)/27TB+3(5B)is characterized

by Sq* for «2:5.
(13.7) The 2-primary subgroup C(7rB+3(5B * Sn), 2) o/ttb+3(5b * Sn) vanishes
for «2:5.
Thus every map f:dEn+i-^Sn
which represents
an element
of
C(7rB+3(5„ * Sn), 2), n 2:5, extends in Sn * Sn over En+i- Moreover, if F is such

an extension, we have:

(13.8)

ties) = F*^iSq%*)

G #"+4 iEn+4, dEn+i; Zi),

where \p is the homomorphism (12.2) with k = 2, p = 2.
To prove this, we construct
the Eilenberg-MacLane
complex KiSn),
starting
with Sn * Sn. Consider
the homomorphism
i* between
homology
groups and also between homotopy groups induced by the inclusion 5B * Sn
EKiSn)
and the dual homomorphism
i* between cohomology
groups. Let

«2:5. We have that H„(SB*SB, Z2) =HsiKiSn), Zi) = 0 for 1 SsSn-X
and
s=n + X,H,iSn*Sn, Zi)~Z2~HsiKiSn),Zi)
for n + 2SsSn+i
[2, pp. 661662 ](14). Obviously, ¿*: HniSn *Sn, Z) «ifB(i£(.SB), Z). Then, since, in Sn *Sn,
Sq'g* = 0 for 2SjSn,
we see easily by the commutativity
i*Sq' = Sqh* that
i*:HsiSn *S„, Zi)—*HeiKiSn), Z2) is an into-isomorphism.
Thus, HsiKiSn),
Sn*Sn;

Zi)=0

theorem

for l^s^«+4

and

by the

generalized

[5], 7rs(X(5B), Sn *5B)®Z2 = 0 for 1 SsSn++

CÍT3iSn*Sn), 2) « Ciir.iKiSn), 2) = 0
Now,

let

/

be

a

map:

dEn+i—+Sn,

relative

Hurewicz

This leads to that i*:

for n < s S n + 3.
representing

the

generator

of

(u) In [2, p. 662] only integral homology groups A¡{Z) are given explicitly. However, we
may then determine .4'(ir„(S„), Zi) from AiiZ) by usual arguments in universal coefficient
theorems and duality theorems.
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C(7rB+3(5„), 2), «2:5./extends
over En+i in S„ * Sn. If F is such an extension,
then, since \p is an onto-homomorphism
(as was shown previously), we verify
easily (13.8). The proof can be then completed by usual arguments.
(13.9) Every map f: dEn+i—^Sn extends in ûn3 over En+i if it represents
element of Ciirn+3, (S„), 3), «2:3. If F is such an extension, we have

(13.10)

tie,) = F*tlcPlgn* E H'^iEn+i,

where \p is the homomorphism

an

dEn+i; Z3)

(12.2) with k = X, p = 3, and the cyclic reduced

power <P1is defined for p = 3.
To prove (13.9), we consider the complex ûl_3and its cellular decomposition
in (11.1). CBrepresents the generator g„ of the infinite cyclic group H71^^, Z) ;
Cn+i and C„+4 represent
respectively
elements of Hn+2Í&!a, Z), Hn+ii&la, Z)

of order 3.
Write

Sn' = Co^JC„, which

homotopy boundary

is an «-sphere.

Let hn+i: r7£B+2—>Sn' denote

of CB+2(10).We see easily that -nv^t^,

the

SÚ ) ~Z3. But the

3-primary subgroup of 7rB+i(5B) vanishes; so An+i~0 in 5B . Therefore,
by
usual arguments in homotopy theory, we shall assume that the complex ên3
is such that the homotopy boundary of CB+2 in 5B is null; in other words,

CoWCBUCB+2is the union Sn\ZSl+2 of an «-sphere and an («+2)-sphere
with one point in common.
Let AB+3:dE„+i—>5B V-SB+2 denote

the homotopy

boundary

of CB+4. Let

ßnisEirn+siKn+i)
be represented
by hn+3 where Kn+3 denotes
the («+3)skeleton of ô'^. Then, since CB+4 represents
the element of í7b+4(i?b5, Z) of

order 3, it follows easily that 3eB+3= 0. But en+3^0 for ^gñ 5*0 (by (6.2)).
Therefore 2eB+3 has a representative
map with range contained in 5B since
7rB+3(5B+2)«Z2. Let an+3Eirn+3iSñ ) be represented
by this map. Then, it is
clear that an+s^O, any representative
map of an+3 is null homotopic in â^,
and flB+3 generates
C(irB43(5B), 3) (since the injection
homomorphism:
7TB+3(5B)-^7rB+3(5„V'5B+2)
is an into-isomorphism).
It follows that every
map: dEn+i-^Sn'
representing
an element of G(7rB+3(5B ), 3) extends in ê'^
over EB+4.

Now, since ûn3 and e¡# have the same homotopy type, we see easily that
every map/: o\EB+i—>SBrepresenting
an element of C(7rB+3(Sn), 3) extends in
#„3 over £B+4. If F is such an extension, using (12.3) with p = 3, the technique

which identifies dEn+t and Sn by/ will lead to a proof of (13.10).
14. On secondary obstructions. The problem of the secondary obstruction
of maps of a complex into a complex K was solved for the case that K is an
«-sphere by Steenrod
[10]. A generalization
to the case that K is (« —1)connected, «2:2, was given by J. H. C. Whitehead
[16]. We shall show here
how the 2-fold symmetric product of K is related to this extension problem.
(Our main purpose is to establish the proposition
(14.6) for applications
to
the study of secondary obstructions of fiber bundles.)
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Throughout
this section, we denote by K an (« —1)-connected
finite
cellular complex, «2:2, with 5th skeleton Ks, X an arbitrary cellular complex
with 5th skeleton Xs and A a subcomplex
of X. Let us recall from [15; 16]
some properties of the Pontrjagin
square and a square operation considered

by J. H. C. Whitehead.

Let w: 5B+i—>5Bbe a fixed map between oriented

spheres which represents the generator of 7rBTi(5B), with Hopf invariant
1 in
case « = 2. Denote by Yn+iiK) the subgroup of 7rB+i(A^B+1)of elements represented

by maps

invariant

«/:

Sn+i-^Kn+i

where/

of K [15]. The operation:

is a map:

Sn—>Kn+i.

Yn+iiK)

H»iX, A ; irniK))^>Hn+2iX,

is an

A ; Yn+iiK))

which is the Pontrjagin
square pi for « = 2 and is the square operation g2 for
«2î3 was considered and studied in [15; 16]. For convenience, we shall write
Sq2wfor this operation in both cases « = 2 and « 2: 3. Sq2, possesses the following

properties (14.1) and (14.2).
(14.1) Let ip be a map of iX, A) into a pair iX', A') where X' is a cellular

complex and A' a subcomplex of X'. Then </>*Sq2w
= Sqlfp*'.
(14.2) Let h be a map of K' into K where K' is an in —X)-connected finite
cellular

complex,

and

denote again

by h the homomorphism:

irsiK')^y¡rsiK),

Yn+iiK')—>Yn+iiK) induced by h. Then, in iX, A), hSq\ = Sq^h where h are the
homomorphisms

between cohomology

~*H»iX, A; irniK)), H-+\X,

groups

inamely,

h: HniX,

A; Yn+iiK'))^Hn+2iX,

A; irniK'))

A; rn+1(rT))) induced

by h.
The inclusion map: Kn+i—*K gives naturally
a homomorphism
-^7rn+iiK). Let us write Sq%=vSq2w: H*iX, A ; irniK))-^H"+2iX,
where V is the homomorphism:
Hn+2iX, A; Yn+iiK))-+H"+2iX,

v: Yn+iiK)
A ; Yn+iiK))
A; irn+iiK))

induced by v. We see easily that (14.1) and (14.2) still hold if we replace
Sq2, by Sq'2. In (14.2) if A is a homotopy equivalence, then h: Yn+iiK')

«rB+1(k).
For simplicity, we shall write irs = irsiK), rn+i=r„+i(.K),
rest of this section and denote by k„ the primary obstruction
which is a cohomology classEUniK,
7r„)(15).

throughout
to contracting

the
K,

(14.3) In K, we have Sq'2 iKn) =0.
For an open cell C in a cellular complex, we write for simplicity dfC for
the homotopy boundary(10) of C. By the properties of Sq'^ recalled above we
may prove (14.3) by considering any finite cellular complex K' which has the
same homotopy of K, instead of K. Thus, by a statement given in the Appendix we may assume without loss of generality
that K is composed of
oriented open ¿-cells Cit's, etc., with

Kn+i= CoU(cluc!u---UCl)

(14.4)

\j id+i vj cl+i u ■v vj Cn+iu c% yJ ■■■u cñ+i)
W (CB+2
w cl+2 u • • • vj c'+2 \j cT+l U • • • U C„+2),

(16) See N. E. Steenrod,

Topology of fiber bundles, Princeton

University

Press, 1951, p. 187.
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and is not null homotopic

in CyJCi, ((3)ô#CB+iCC„for s + XSiSs', (7) d*CUaCKn\JC&\ iorXSiSt
(with s+tSs')

and (Ô) d*Cn+2CKn for t + XSi St'. Since Kn is the union of r

«-spheres contacting
at one point, namely Co, and Co^C^+i for 5 + 1 SjSs'
is an (w-f-1)-sphere, d*Cin+2 for XSiSt
is homotopic
in X'nUC„+i1 to a map
/¿: SB+i—>2£BL7C„+<1
which maps a hemisphere E1^ in 5B+i into Kn and maps
the complementary
hemisphere £„+, into C0WC„|i and f^E^+i)
=fiidiEi~+i)

= Co.
We shall consider the secondary boundary
homomorphism
a: CB+2(X, Z)
—>r„+1 for K as given in [l6, p. 71]. We assert that va: CB+2(X, Z)—nrn+i,
regarded as a cochain with coefficient group irn+i, is cohomologous
to 0 in K.
In fact, it is easy to see that va has value 0 over C„+2. Cá+li • • • , CB+2 and
fa(CB+2) for XSiSt
is the element
of xB+i represented
by the map
fi- (£B+i, 3£„+1)-^-(C0WCB+41,Co). Regarding CoWC^i as an oriented sphere
with orientation given by that of CfX\, let «< be the degree of this latter map.
Then, vaiCln+2), 1 SiSt,
is «¿a' where a* is the element of irn+i represented
by

the identity map of Co^JC^i into K. Let now wB+i= 2-iH<£* aiC„+\, which is
an (« + 1)-cochain of K with coefficient group 7rB+i. It is readily seen that
ÔMB+i= »'a. We use then the relation {a} =5g20(Kn) in [16, p. 79] to complete

the proof of (14.3).
We shall write En+2 for an oriented
ented sphere 5B+i. We regularly
imbed

(« + 2)-cell with boundary = the oriSn into Sn * Sn and K into K * K in

the sense of §3, and write

SnCSn*Sn,
(14.5) Let K = Snin^2).
over

En+2.

EHn+2iEnii,

If

h

is

such

Sn+i; irn+iiSn))

Then, by (13.3), co: 5B+i—>5Bextends in Sn*Sn
an

extension,

is represented

is the element of irn+iiSn) represented
is the into-isomorphism:

KQK*K.

H"iSn,

we

have

by the cochain

that

by o>, £ is the isomorphism

ir„iSn))^>-IIniSn

*Sn,

h*^~lSq!^pÍKn)

[u]En+2

where

[w]

(13.1), and p.

irniSn)).

In the case K = S„, Sq'2 = Sq2w.We may deduce easily (14.5) from (13.4)(16).
Let us write the cohomology
cient group G as

-►

sequence

of the pair iK * K, K) with coeffi-

V HsiK, G)
H'iK* K, K; G) A£ H'iK* K, G) ->

S
-*H°+1iK*K,

K;G)-*---

.

It follows from the exactness of this cohomology sequence and (14.3) that
there exists a cohomology class un+2EHn+2iK
*K, K; irn+i) such that £(wB+2)
(16) Here, the identity 2piu=u\Ju
in [l6, p. 76] is useful for our purpose. Note that the
cup product u\Ju in this identity is defined in terms of the pairing g -g' = the J. H. C. Whitehead product [g, g'j. See also the footnote in [l6, p. 76].
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p is the
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into-isomorphism:

HniK,

irn)-^HniK

* K,

irn)

given in (3.2).
(14.6) Let un+2EHn+2iK*K, K; 7rB+2)be such that £(«B+2)=Sq'^pÍKn). If
f: Sn+i-^K is a map which represents an element of rB+i, then f extends in K *K
over En+2- Moreover,
EHn+2iEn+2,

if

F is such

Sn+i; irn+i) is represented

an

extension,

by the cochain

we have that

F*iun+i)

[f] En+i where [f] denotes

the element of 7rB+irepresented by f.
In fact, by replacing a map: Sn+i~+K homotopic to/ if necessary, we may
assume that/=/''to
where/'
is a map: Sn—*K. We may assume also that/'
maps the reference point in 5B used in the regular imbedding of Sn in 5B * Sn
to the reference point in K used in the regular imbedding of K in K * K. It

follows that g=f

*/' is a map: (S„ *Sn, Sn)^>iK *K, K) such that g\Sn=f.

Now, co has an extension h: E„+2—*Sn*Sn, so F0 = gh: En+2—*K*K is a desired extension of/. Since F*iun+i) =h*g*iun+2) with g*: Hn+2iK *K, K; irn+i)
-^H"+2iSn*Sn,
Sn; x„+i), **: H"+2(5B * 5», Sn; irn+i)-^Hn+2iEn+2, 5B+1; irn+1),
using (14.5) and (14.2) for Sq% we verify that F*(wn+2) is represented
by
[/] En+2- Finally, let F be an arbitrary extension of / in K *K over £B+2. We
assert that F*iun+i) = F*iun+i). In fact, let Ea be the cellular complex with
«th skeleton Sn, constructed
by adjoining En+2 to Sn by means of the map a>.
Then, F and F0 give rise naturally
to maps F', FÓ : Ea-+K such that F'\Sn

=f=Fi\Sn,

and hence F'*Sq'2piKn) = F^Sq'lpM

( = 5g'2/*(/cB),by (3.6)

and (14.1) for Sq'H). Our assertion
follows then
Hn+2iEw, 7TB+i)and Hn+2iEn+2, Sn ; 7rB+i) are isomorphic

from the fact that
in a natural manner.

This completes the proof of (14.6).
Finally, let us give the following example which shows how to use (14.6)
in the extension problem straightforwardly.
(14.7) Let f be a map: Xn+i-^>K with X = an in+ 2)-dimensional simplicial
complex. Then, the secondary obstruction

Z"+2if) E H"+\X, t„+1)
is given by

Zn+\f) = Sq*f*MAs in the proof of (14.3), to see (14.7) we may consider K as a cellular
complex composed of oriented open cells with A^B+2written as in (14.4). We
may assume also that/is
a cellular map. Define/':
Xn+i—=>Kby taking/'(x)

= C0ifxGXo=/-1(CB+1AJCB+2;U

. . . WC^+2),and

Since f~liCo)
separates
Xn+U f is a map. Also,
=/*(kb), Zn+2if)=Zn+2if),
and/'|oVB+2
represents
any oriented (« +2)-simplex
<rB+2in Xi17).
(ir) To see this we verify first that the boundary
yjC",

Kn)—>T„(Kn)

is an into-isomorphism.

taking/'(x)

=/(*) if xGxo-

f'\Xn=f\Xn,
an element

homomorphism:

so /'*(««)
of TB+i for

tt„+i(K,}UC„+^J

■■■
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By (14.6),/' is extendable to a map F: X—*K *K, and the commutativity
in each square of the diagram
£

V

H'iK* K, K;G) -> H'iK* K, G) -* H'iK, G)

IF*
[F*
H'iX, Xn+i;G)-Í H*iX,G)

[F'*
\ H'iX^i; G)

holds, where the upper homomorphisms
£ and -q were given before, and the
lower £ and i\ are respectively
the injection and projection homomorphisms
in the cohomology sequence of (X, Xn+i). Thus, since, by (14.6), for any
oriented
(«-r-2)-simplex
crn+2, (F|crn+2)*(wB+2)G.f7''+2(o-B+2,
óVb+2; 7rB+i) is
represented
by [/'|dcrB+2]o-B+2, F*Sq'2piKn) = 7?*£(mb4 2) = £F*(«B+2) = the ele-

ment

of Hn+tiX,

secondary

ir„+i) represented

obstruction

Z"+2(/').

by

But,

]P„n±2c;r[/'|do-B+2]<rB+2, namely,

the

F*Sq™uiicn)=Sq£F*ptÍKn)=Sq£f*ÍKn)

(by (3.6)). This completes the proof of (14.7).
We may deduce in a similar manner as above and by arguments
p. 78] the relative extension theorem on secondary obstructions.

in [16,

Appendix

J. H. C. Whitehead, in Comment. Math. Helv. vol. 22 (1949)pp. 48-92 and
Annales de la Société Polonaise de Mathématiques

vol. 21 (1948) pp. 176—

186, considered a particular type of ^„-complex, called a reduced ^[„-complex,
and showed that every ¿4„-complex is of the same homotopy type of a reduced
one. This notion can be generalized.
We give the exact formulation
of this
generalization
in the following.
Consider a cellular complex K composed of open «-cells eB's with characteristic maps/,,,-: an—Hn as given in [14, p. 221] satisfying
the following
condition (A), namely,
(A) For each e\, in the boundary da„, there are a finite number of non-overlapping cellsi*), say rl_u r\_x, • • ■ , T„_lt such that (a) for each j, we have a
homeomorphism g¡: <r«_i—*rj_i and (/Bt-| r^-^gj is the characteristic map of some

e'„_i, and that G3)/„,-(óV„—U^_1r¿_1)C^n-2( = ^e in —2)th skeleton of K).
For a given pair (eB, 4'-i). we denote by [eln, e„_i] the total number of
ri-i's, say r£_i, t£_1( • • • , t£_1( such that ifni\iii-i)gj
is the characteristic
map of eB_!. i[en, eB_i] may be zero.) Suppose that fixed orientations
are assigned to the open cells of K. Let <rB, t*_1 be oriented coherently
with /„,-,
ifml^n-^gik
respectively.
Then tb_i appears as a face in crn positively
or
negatively, and we write {e*„,t^_x} =1 or —1 according as the former or the
latter is the case. We write {eB>e$-i] — zZl-i {en, i^-i}- It may be called the
incidence number of the pair (eB, e^_i) and the homology boundary of eB will

be given by den= 23<-{«».4'-iK'-iWe shall call a simply-connected
finite cellular complex K composed of
oriented «-cells eB's a reduced complex if it satisfies the condition
(A) and
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satisfies also the following further
(i)

conditions

[en, en-i] = ± {en, en-i} for any pair
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(i) and (ii) :
(«„, e„-i).

(ii) The en's can be numbered as
i

2

;„

cB, &?,, "

withió'

=X,ii

tn+l

, Cn , en

=0andii'

de„ = 0/or XSiSH

in'

, * ' " , cB,

t„'+l

t>„

t„"

, ' ' ' , C„

—in' =i'n-i —in-i=jn

.

,

\U

\J,

Í,

£.,'''),

such that the homology boundary

and deÍ«+1= en-i,iei'^+i with |0„_i,,-| 2:2 /or 1^¿¿JB.

Under these conditions, we see easily that the «th Betti number of K
is in, the «th torsion coefficients (with respect to homology) are 0„i, 0„2, • • • ,
0n,n+1, and the homotopy
boundary(10)
of e„ for 1 SiSi'n
lies in Kn-2.

We have:
Every connected, simply-connected finite cellular complex is of the same
homotopy type of some reduced complex.
This statement
can be proved by some standard
procedure in combinatorial homotopy theory. We wish to omit the detail here. The guiding
idea in proving this may be the same as the reduction of incidence matrices
of a finite complex into canonical form by elementary
transformations^8).
We may begin by taking the given cellular complex as simplicial [14, p. 239],
so that it satisfies the condition (A). Besides, arguments such as follows will
be useful. Let K he an «-dimensional
cellular complex which satisfies the
condition (A) and whose secondary skeleton is the union of 2-spheres contacting at one point. Then, (a) with e„, eB_i, t^'s
given as before, if {en, r^}
= 1,
{eln, r^'^x} = — 1, we may deform the homotopy boundary of e„ without altering the homotopy type of K such that the number [eB, eB_i] is diminished by
2 and the resulting cellular complex still satisfies the condition
(A). Next,

iß) if [e„, e£_i] = l and [e£', 4'_J=0
—e„_i is a deformation

retract

for all ef^e«, the subcomplex K —c„

of K.
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